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Summary
This deliverable is an enhancement of D5.1.1 which has defined the standards and guidelines
for software development agreed by all Dicode partners in the beginning of the project. This
document focuses on the integration guidelines which were published in an interim
document titled “Guidelines for integration of services within the Dicode workbench”. For
Dicode’s general development standards, the reader should refer to D5.1.1 which
summarizes the projects guidelines on coding conventions over test-driven development and
tool support.
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1 Introduction
One of the first deliverables in Dicode was D5.1.1: “Standards and guidelines for
development”. In the beginning of the project, all partners agreed that the establishment of
common guidelines for software development constitutes a fundamental necessity in
collaborative projects with several partners involved. The guidelines were also designed to
help new developers to get accustomed with the development standards of the Dicode
consortium. This deliverable is the extended version of the former guidelines.
In the second and third year of Dicode, there has been a strong demand for guidelines for the
integration of the Dicode services. This document consolidates these guidelines. Starting
with a high-level description of service development in Dicode, all necessary details about
service development, publishing of services and integration of services are given. The
guidelines conclude with a hands-on guide about the two available integration modes: light
integration and full integration.
There has been a shift in focus from the first to the second version of D5.1 from development
to integration which mirrors a more general trend in software development. Currently, we
notice a strong trend in the IT industry towards a diversity of programming languages and
environments. Especially with the rise of new languages for Java’s virtual machine like Scala
and Clojure and the increasing demand for parallelism which resulted in a renaissance of
functional programming, we saw a growing diversity of programming language usage in the
software industry. Using the right language for a given task – or even a personally preferred
tool - has become more and more acceptable.
All Dicode partners agreed on developing light-weight services which could be integrated
via a REST-based interface or directly as a widget into the Dicode workbench. This pattern
does not pose any restrictions on the back-end technology used for service development and
supports the trend described above. In Dicode, components of the system are wrapped into
services and integration is performed on a service level. Due to this agreement, the need for
common coding and team organization practices could be simplified. Dicode developers did
not feel the need to use common programming languages, coding guidelines or even IDEs,
but adopted the coding conventions and development standards of the respective partners.
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2 Developing Services for the Dicode Workbench
The Dicode Workbench has been designed and implemented as a web application. A widgetbased approach has been adopted to implement and integrate services within the Dicode
workbench. A web widget can be defined as a small stand-alone software application that
can be embedded within a web page and executed/used by the end user. For a general
description, see deliverables D5.4.1 and D5.4.2 (“Integrated Dicode Services” – initial and
enhanced version, respectively).
In the Dicode workbench, widgets are distributed in three “logical” columns: two small ones
on the sides and a bigger one in the middle. By default, the collaborative workspace is
“maximized” and presented in the center with the rest of services “minimized” on either
side. The Dicode workbench allows users to maximize any of the widgets located on the
sides. When a widget is maximized, it swaps its position with the widget at the center. Users
sharing a workspace are always presented with the same set of services. But users can
customize their own view of the shared workspace by re-ordering the widgets. The position
of the widgets is remembered from one session to the next one. Dicode workbench also
allows users to search and add services that have been previously registered in the system by
service providers or developers.
The only technical requirement for a service to be integrated into the workbench is that it can
be loaded and displayed into an iframe. Any web application can be displayed inside an
iframe. The recommendation for developers is to use state-of-the-art web technologies such
as HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript or jQuery.

URL / URI

Web interface

Web Server

Service

iframe
Data
Sources

Figure 1. Structure of a service integrated within the Dicode workbench

Figure 1 depicts the structure of a service integrated within the Dicode workbench. A service
performs a concrete task or set of tasks, for instance, retrieves information from a database,
analyzes datasets or executes complex algorithms. The results of this task are presented
through a web interface. This web interface is deployed in a web server and accessible via a
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URL/URI. This URL/URI is used by the Dicode workbench to display the web interface
within an iframe element.
In this way, a bidirectional communication can be established, i.e. information may flow
from the service to the Dicode workbench and from the workbench to the service. For
instance, communicate actions executed by the user in the workbench or data provided by
the user to parameterize the service.
To integrate an application or a service in the Dicode workbench, service providers and
developers should consider the following steps:
1. Develop the service itself, i.e. to implement the “logic” of the service. A service might
be as simple as displaying a message or perform an addition, or as complicated as
running complex algorithms using high performance toolkits. These services can use
any technology or library, independent of the Dicode workbench.
Developers should also take into account that the service may be invoked from another
application. Thus, a public application interface should be created. We recommend to
create web service interfaces based on RESTful services or WS-* (SOAP) services [1].
2. Develop a web interface to provide users with access to the service. Users have to be
able to invoke and use the service from this web interface. In fact, this web interface
acts as a wrapper for the service. Additionally, if the service needs or can be invoked
with different parameters, the web interface could also provide facilities for the user to
input such parameters.
Designers and developers should consider carefully the available space devoted to
widgets in the Dicode workbench. Applications for widgets are more similar to mobile
applications which have a limited display area. In particular, for the Dicode
workbench, widgets can have two possible states: maximized in the middle or minimized
on the sides. Ideally, the web interface should adopt a liquid and elastic design [2][3].
Depending on the type of integration required for the service, developers may also
need to refer to Section 3 Integrating a service within the DICODE workbench.
3. Deploy the service and the web interface. Both elements have to be accessible through
the Internet via an URL/URI. Thus, they have to be deployed in a (web) server.
4. Register or publish the service. The Dicode workbench only can display those services
that have been previously registered in the system. A registry of annotated services is
maintained by the Dicode workbench. Complete publication process is explained in
Section 2.1 Registration / Publication of services.
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Registration / Publication of services

To use services from within the Dicode workbench, they have to be previously registered or
published in the system. The publication of services is a dynamic process, i.e. services can be
published at any time by any user of the system. We tried to maintain the publication
process as simple as possible, and thus, only short information about services is required.
Such information is described in the following figures.
Registration of services can be done by selecting the option “Services” from the menu on the
left (1) and then, clicking on the link “+ Publish a new service…”, (2) as shown in Figure 2.

(2)
(1)

Figure 2. Registering a new Service (I)

Figure 3 shows the form to register/publish a service in the Dicode workbench.
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Figure 3. Registering a new Service (II)

Fields required to publish a new service within the Dicode workbench are:
1. Name: textual string given by the publisher or service provider to identify the service
within the Dicode workbench. It is unique in the system.
2. Alias: short textual identifier of the service. It is used to display the name of the service
on the top of the widget. It is limited to 15 characters.
3. Type: this attribute allows annotating the service according to the type of service. Only
three values are permitted: Acquisition, Processing and Visualization.
4. Description: free textual description of the service. The publisher or service provider
can use this field to provide information about the service; functionality,
parameters required, domain, etc.
5. Sensemaking operations: this field is used to annotate services according to the
sensemaking operations contained in the Dicode ONtology (DON). None, one or
several options can be selected. Annotations are used by the Dicode workbench to
facilitate user’s searches when they are looking for new services to be added to
their workspaces.
6. URI: this is the most important field regarding a service. It establishes the URI where
the service is running. The Dicode workbench uses this URI as iframe source in the
widget. Only services accessible via URI can be integrated within the Dicode
workbench. The URI must contain the complete address (with parameters if
needed) to invoke the service. Therefore, the service has to be previously deployed
in a web server.
D5.1.2 (version 4): Page 9 of 16
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Finally, to complete the registration in the Dicode workbench, the publisher or service
provider has to click on the “Publish” button. Once a service has been successfully published
in the Dicode workbench, it can be added and used by users within the shared workspaces.

2.2

Authentication of services

User’s authentication is carried out by the Dicode workbench when users login into the
system. As agreed by the Technical Development Committee (TDC) of the Dicode project, if
one service requires an extra verification due to security restrictions or policy in the
organization of the service provider, invocations can be filtered by the IP address of the
requester. In the case of the Dicode workbench, invocations will be done from the computer
named “hodgkin.dia.fi.upm.es” with the IP address 138.100.11.177. This IP address should
be added to the trusted IPs in the server or firewall of the service provider.
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3 Integrating a service within the DICODE workbench
The Dicode workbench offers two different integration modes: light integration and full
integration. Light integration follows a classical mashup approach, whereas full integration
allows the communication between widgets (for details, see deliverable D5.4.2). In this
document we focus on the practical integration aspects.
Full integration relies on the HTML5 postMessage mechanism which allows applications
running in different windows to communicate information (plain text) across different
origins and domains. In the Dicode workbench, this mechanism is triggered by drag and
drop. When the Dicode workbench detects that the user wants to move an element from one
widget to another, it takes the reference from the origin source and sends a message
containing the reference to the target widget (Figure 4). Upon receiving the message, the
target widget interprets it and performs the associated actions. In the following sections,
instructions to developers for incorporating these functionalities are provided. Those
instructions contain examples implemented in JavaScript [8] using the facilities of HTML5
[9]. Methods proposed can be refined by service developers by using, for instance, jQuery
[10][11] or other libraries.
At the moment, interactions between widgets are triggered by users when they move
elements from one widget to another. But this architecture could be extended to allow
widgets/services to trigger events, to send data to other widgets/services by following a
publish-subscribe design pattern [12].

3.1

Sending an item

Two actions are needed to send items in the Dicode workbench:
1) All HTML elements which can be dragged must be labeled as draggable;

Figure 4. Communication between widgets in the Dicode workbench
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2) Define the information to be sent when the item is dragged.
To label an element as draggable, an attribute to the tag of this element has to be added as
shown in the example code in Figure 5. Thus, browsers can identify those elements as
draggable.
<!doctype html>
<html>
<head>
<script src=”js/dragDrop.js”></script>

</head>
<body>
<a href=”#” draggable=”true” ondragstart=”processDragStart(this.href, event)”> item1 </a>
<a href=”#” draggable=”true” ondragstart=”processDragStart(this.href, event)”> item2 </a>
<a href=”#” draggable=”true” ondragstart=”processDragStart(this.href, event)”> item3 </a>

</body>
</html>
Figure 5. Example code to allow items to be dragged

In the code of Figure 5, a file named dragDrop.js containing JavaScript code is imported. This
file contains the functions to handle drag behavior of an item and to receive messages. Full
content of dragDrop.js file is shown in Figure 6.
To establish the information to be sent, add an event to the draggable items and define a
function to process the event. Usually, this function will define the information to be
exchanged between widgets. There are two options to add an event to an item:
i) Including the event in the HTML code as shown in Figure 5 ondragstart is the name of
the event that is triggered when users start a drag action; processDragStart is the name
of the function to process the event.
ii) Invoke the function addEvent, included in the code of Figure 6, for each draggable item.
Using tools and libraries such as, for instance, cssQuery[13], the DOM of the document
can be examined looking for items defined as draggables.
Once the listeners for the events are established, service developers have to codify the
function/s to attend the event/s. As described above, in the Dicode project, we have adopted
a message passing strategy. Thus, that function should be used to construct the message that
the service wants to communicate to the other services. For the Dicode project, a preliminary
set of messages have been defined (see Section 3.3 Message formats), but that set can be
extended as needed.
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/* dragDrop.js */
var addEvent = function(obj, evType, fn) {
if (obj.addEventListener) { //W3C DOM
obj.addEventListener(evType, fn, false);
} else if (obj.attachEvent) { //IE DOM
obj['e' + evType + fn] = fn;
obj[evType + fn] = function() {
obj["e" + evType + fn](self.event);
};
obj.attachEvent("on" + evType, obj[evType + fn]);
}
};
function processDragStart(ref, e) {
var message;
message = '{"Item": {\n' +
'\t"type": "File",\n' +
'\t"name": "",\n' +
'\t"uri": "'+ref+'",\n' +
'\t"format": "",\n' +
'\t"description": ""\n' +
'\t}\n}';
if (parent.postMessage) {
parent.postMessage(message,"*");
} else {
alert("Your browser does not support the postMessage");
}
};
function OnMessage (event) {
var message = event.data;
//Check the location of the caller
//Opera earlier than version 10
if ('domain' in event) {
if (event.domain != "hodgkin.dia.fi.upm.es:8080") {
return;
}
}
// Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome, Internet Explorer from version 8 and Opera from version 10
if ('origin' in event) {
if (event.origin != "http://hodgkin.dia.fi.upm.es:8080") {
return;
}
}
// TODO Treatment of the received message
alert("RECEIVED: "+message);
};
onload = function () {
addEvent(window, "message", OnMessage);
};
Figure 6. Complete code of JavaScript file dragDrop.js
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In Figure 6, an example of such function is provided. In this case, one message is created
following the message structure adopted. After message is created, it is sent to the parent
window, i.e. the Dicode workbench.

3.2

Receiving an item

To receive messages in an application, two actions have to be carried out:
1) Create a listener to receive messages in the application/service. An example of how to
create such a listener is shown at the end of Figure 6. This listener will be associated to
the window/iframe where the application is running.
2) Define and codify the treatment of the information received into the message. In the
example of Figure 6, the function OnMessage has been defined for such purpose. In
this case, the function OnMessage checks the origin of the message to prevent from
unauthorized uses, and then the content of the message is shown in a popup
window. Treatment of messages can be as simple as presented, but it can be as
complex as service developers need.

3.3

Message formats

Message passing approach requires that both sender and receiver agree on a common format
for exchanging information. For Dicode project, we have adopted a message format based on
JSON [14][15]. A preliminary set of basic message formats has been defined to be used by the
applications/services within the Dicode workbench (see figure below - note that parts
highlighted in yellow have to be completed by the sender with the proper information). This
set of formats is not a closed list; it could be easily expanded with more types of messages.

Type of item

Message format
{Item: {
type: File,
name: name,
uri: uri,
format: format,
description: description

File
}
}
{Item: {

type: Image,
name: name,
uri: uri,
description: description

Image
}
}
{Item: {

type: Text,
content: content

Text

}
}
{Item: {
type: Link,
uri: uri

Link

}
}
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Preserving the state

When a user swaps a “maximized” service with a “minimixed” service, both services need to
maintain their current views respectively to ensure continuous usage during a session. To
facilitate this task, Dicode workbench sends to services some extra information as HTTP
parameters during the invocation call. Services are available through an URL and they are
loaded in an iframe element in the workbench. Two extra parameters are sent to services
using the query string:



expid – it is an integer number identifying the current workspace
usrid – it is an integer number identifying the current user. This number is unique
for each user in the Dicode workbench.

Example of invocation:
http://hodgkin.dia.fi.upm.es:8080/StorageService?width=279&amp;height=215&amp;color=0066bb
&amp;expid=3&amp;srvid=1&amp;usrid=2"></iframe>

It is up to services to process appropriately those parameters to carry out the appropriate
action to preserve the state of services between invocations.

4 Summary and Perspectives
This document mainly focusses on the integration of Dicode services. Besides the current
members of the Dicode development teams, this deliverable also serves the needs of new
staff joining the project and developers from outside the consortium.
The general “Standards and guidelines for development” defined in the first version of this
deliverable
can
be
found in
the Dicode wiki at
https://wiki.dicodeproject.eu/display/DIC/D5.1+-+Standards+and+guidelines+for+development. The content
of this document is up to date and will be updated on the wiki if changes occur.
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